Primary 7 Home Learning Grid 1
Please use this grid if you are absent from school and well enough to complete some work. Tasks in GREEN are SHOULD DO activities and tasks in BLUE are COULD DO
ACTIVITIES.. We recommend completing about 2-3 tasks per day. 

READING:
Read a book or a chapter of a book of your
choice.
Answer these reflective reading questions about
the book:
1) Who are the key/main characters in this book?
Name them and give a brief overview of each.
(Are they a dad, a scientist, sister, etc.? Tell a
bit about their personality)
2) Explain how the author makes you want to
continue reading his/her story.
3) Compare this text to another book you’ve read
recently. What does this author do well? What
did you like about the other author’s writing?

SPELLING:
Can you write each spelling word three times? Can
you choose 5 to write a definition of?
Here are your spelling words:

 allowed, believe, brought, caught, centre,
chocolate, different, everywhere, excited,
hospital, having

NUMERACY – TIMES TABLES
NUMERACY – PLACE VALUE
Can you write down each of these numbers in words?
Choose 3 of the times tables you find the
1) 3451
trickiest and practice chanting them. Then get an
2) 56,702
adult to ask you 10 questions on each of the
3) 1,221,301
times tables (not in order) and time yourself
4) 1,234,561
answering them.
5) 23,345,451
Try this a few times and see if you can get
faster.

WRITING:
Visit: https://www.pobble365.com/the-king-ofwinter/
Complete at least 2 of the Pobble activities, and
then continue the story starter.
Remember:
 Vocabulary (WOW words)
 Connectives (then, but, however)
 Openers (One day, At first, Far away)
 Punctuation (full stops, question marks)
As well as paragraphs, characterisation, and
setting description.
Topic
Think about something you have found difficult in the
past which you now find easy. Then, using the internet,
look for a picture of a ‘learning pit’
Draw a learning pit for your journey where you draw
yourself at the start of the learning journey, yourself in
the learning pit where you were finding the task difficult,
and then draw yourself climbing out of the learning pit
using strategies to help you learn. Finally, draw yourself
at the other side of the learning pit having successfully
learned and completed your task.

